For a correspondence in question we establish a sequence of fundamental geometrical objects of the correspondence and find invariant normalizations of the first and second orders of all hupersurfaces under the correspondence. We single out main tensors of the correspondence and establish a connection between the geometry of point correspondences between n + 1 hypersurfaces of projective spaces and the theory of multidimensional (n + 1)-webs.
Introduction
Differentional geometry of point correspondences between projective, affine and euclid spaces of equal dimensions were studied and were studing by scientists till 1920. One can finds the analysis of obtained results to 1964 in the paper [1] by Ryzhkov. Among all papers devoted to the theory of point correspondences between two three-dimensional spaces we must note papers [2] written by Svec, [3] written by Murracchini, [4] written by Mihailescu and [5] by Vranceanu. They introduce characteristic directions of point correspondences, consider some special classes of correspondences, show connections of point correspondences between spaces with different parts of differentional geometry.
Properties of point correspondences between n-dimensional projective, affine and euclid spaces are studied by Ryzhkov [6] , Sokolova [7] and Pavljuchenko [8] . [9] . We call a -dimensional plane as the second order normal of the hypersur- It is known that the main problem of nonmetric differentional geometry of a surface is a construction of invariant normalization of this surface. To construct an invariant first normal in a point of a surface it is necessary to use third-order differential neighbourhood of the point [10] . In our previous papers we showed that to construct an invariant first normal in points of two surfaces under point correspondences it is sufficient to use a second-order differential neighbourhood of corresponding points, but to construct an invariant second normal in points of two surfaces under point correspondences it is necessary to use third-order differential neighbourhood of the point. .
In the current paper we will find invariant normalizations of the first and second orders of all hupersurfaces under the correspondence.
There exists a connection between the geometry of point correspondences between three spaces or surfaces and the theory of multidimensional 3-webs (Akivis [11] ). We showed it in papers [12, 13] , devoted point correspondences between three projective spaces and between three hupersurfaces of projective spaces.
The theory of of multidimensional (n + 1)-webs is constructed in the paper [14] by Goldberg. In the current paper we will consider a connection between the geometry of point correspondences between 1 n  hypersurfaces of projective spaces and the theory of multidimensional (n + 1)-webs.
V. S. BOLODURIN 15 In the way of the investigation we use the exterior differentiation, tensor analysis and G.F.Laptev invariant methods [15] .
Main Equations of Correspondence, the Sequence of Main Geometrical Objects
Let us consider n + 1 smooth hypersurfaces
of projective spaces and a point correspondence between these hypersurfaces.
obtained by fixation of n  2 corresponding points and generates point mappings by fixation of n1 corresponding points. 
Since for const 
Consider projective mappings K  , where
By Equations (1), (5) the following relations satisfy projective mappings: 
where , 
To c ions (6 xte ontinue the system of Equat ) we use erior 0 i l differentiation of these equations and Cartan's lemma. We obtain new equations:
To write these equations we used operators  and   . Operator  is defined by forms 0 i j  and we have
and similarly operators   are defined by forms . (8), we obtain the system of di
Characteristic Directions of Point

Le
If frames are etrical object according to G.F.Laptev invariant methods [15] . This object is the fundamental geometrical object of second order of point correspondence .
In geometry of point correspondences [1] directions are said to be characteristic if they are invariant according to these quadratic transformations. They must satisfy a system of equations
A geodesic curve of hypersurfa
ith the family of first order normals, is called a curve, whose 2-dimensional osculant plane passes through corresponding first order normals of hypersurface in every point (see for exsample [9] ). If Pfaffian forms from Equations (7,) (7'), (9) and relations 0 0 . After calculations we get the relations: Let us consider the object .
After substituting the values and considering similar terms we obtain
These relations must be true for any va It is kn entiona et n that main problem l geom ry of a surface is a construction o variant normalization of this surface. According to eory [10] for a hypersurface it is necessary to construct on the basis of the sequence of fundamental geometrical objects of the correspondence under consideration some quantities. These quantities must satisfy the following equations:
For the invariant first order normal (straight line)
For the point on the invariant first order normal
For the second order normal (   
satisfy equations
the invariant first order normal geometrical object of the hypersurface From Equation (11) we have Therefore, by Equation (12) the quantities
2 .
satisfy Equation (12) and define the invariant first order normal geometrical objects of the hypersurface
To construct the invariant second order normal geometrical object of the hypersurface
Calculations show that quantities satisfy Equation (14).
Thus, it is proved. 
Theorem 2. If asymptotic quadratic forms of
           k p  1 n
The Main Tensors of the Point Correspondence between n + 1 Hypersurfaces
Let us use the quantities p , 
s of infinitesim f these frames as
We denote Pfaffian form al displacement o . 
By Equations (12), (14) quantities 
By new frames Equations (4), (6) of the corresponddence C can be written in the form: 
By relations (7), (7' 
and similar for T 
Conversely, if we use invariant first and second order norm te 
The Whole Projectiv Normalization of Hypersurfaces under the
To finish normalizations of hypersurfaces under consideration it is e t objects satisfying ry to construc rolong Equatio help of exterior differentiations and applyin lemma we obtain new equations:
We construct quantities 
. . It is known that parallelizable webs [11] are the simplest class of (n + 1)-webs. A corre on ten spondence between (n + 1) hypesurfaces of projective spaces is said to be parallelizable if the (n + 1)-web of this corr pondence is parallelizable. The necessary and sufficient conditions for correspondence to be parallelizable are relations n n pesurfa es 0. 
